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�Turbulent� eletrial transport in Copper powders

E. Falon(∗), B. Castaing and C. Larohe
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UMR 5672 - 46, allée d'Italie, 69 007 Lyon, Frane

PACS. 45.70.-n � Granular systems.

PACS. 05.40.-a � Flutuation phenomena, random proesses, noise, and Brownian motion.

PACS. 72.80.-r � Eletrial ondutivity of spei� materials.

Abstrat. � Compressed opper powder has a very large eletrial resistane (1MΩ), due to
the oxide layer on grains (100µm). We observe that its voltage-urrent U�I harateristis are

nonlinear, and undergo an instability, from an insulating to a ondutive state at relatively small

applied voltages. Current through the powder is then noisy, and the noise has interesting self-

similar properties, inluding intermitteny and sale invariane. We show that heat dissipation

plays an essential role in the physis of the system. One piee of evidene is that the instability

threshold always orresponds to the same Joule dissipated power whatever the applied stress.

In addition, we observe long�time orrelations whih suggest that thermal expansion loally

reates or destroys ontats, and is the driving mehanism behind the instability and noise

observed in this granular system.

Introdution. � For over a entury [1℄, eletrial transport in metalli powders has gen-

erated interest [2℄. These powders have fasinating properties, suh as extreme sensitivity

to eletromagneti waves, highly nonlinear U�I harateristis, hysteresis, and 1/f noise, for

whih fully satisfatory explanations are still laking. The experiments presented here were

motivated by the work of Kamarinos et al. [3℄ on ompressed opper powders. These authors

observed an insulating-to-onduting transition at rather low pressure-dependent voltages,

assoiated with strong 1/f noise. Just above the ondution transition threshold, we ob-

serve slow temporal evolution of the powder resistane with a noisy omponent. Eletrial

breakdown of the oxide layers on grains has been invoked [3, 4℄ for the transition, but this

explanation is unsatisfatory, for we observe that the noise involves both inreasing and de-

reasing the eletrial resistane of the powder. In this letter, we show that this eletrial

noise has interesting sale invariant properties. Sale invariane [5℄ ours for various physial

signals: turbulent veloity [6℄, �nanial stok market data [7℄, earthquake energy release [5℄,

or world wide information tra� [8℄. One of the goals of this study is to use the analyti

tools developed for turbulent signals in the ase of this granular system. We shall fous the

omparison on two aspets: The statistis of urrent inrements, I(t+ τ)− I(t), depending on

the tested time sale τ , and the orrelations between the amplitudes of these inrements. This

latter will show that the eletrial noise in this granular system has a hierarhial organization

through the time sales.
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Experimental setup. � Two kinds of experiments are performed with ommerial opper

powder samples of 100 µm �spherial partiles� [9℄: U�I harateristis on one hand, and noise

and relaxation measurements on the other. In both ases, the powder samples are on�ned

in a polymethylmetharylate (PMMA) ylinder, of 10 mm inner diameter, apped with two

metalli eletrodes (stainless steel or brass ylinders). The ontainer is �lled with powder up

to a height of 5 mm, roughly orresponding to 500 000 partiles. For the U�I harateristis,

a sensor measures the fore applied to the powder through the eletrodes. We oasionally

embedded two wires inside the powder to hek that the resistane is not ontrolled by the

eletrode-powder interfae. Generally, before eah experimental run, the ontainer is re�lled

with a new sample of powder. This proedure ensures better reproduibility than simply

relaxing the on�ning pressure and shaking the ontainer.

U�I harateristis. � The DC urrent, I, is provided by a Kepo Power Supply (BOP

50-4M). We �rst apply a stati fore, F , to a new sample. Then we measure the voltage, U ,
aross the sample, as a funtion of inreasing values of the urrent, I. A single run typially

lasts 10 s.
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Fig. 1 � Normalized U�I harateristis for various applied fores: F = 640 (�), 700 (◦), 750 (∗), 800

(▽) and 850 (△) N. Slope of unity (−). Slope 2 (−−), i.e. Inl/I = 1/2, is lose to the instability

threshold (see text for details).

Fig. 2 � The relative nonlinear part of the urrent, Inl/I , versus (UI)1/2. The ⋆-mark is the point

where Inl/I = 1/2, (UI = 0.12 mW ; UInl = U2/R0 = 0.06 mW), lose to the instability threshold

(see text for details). Symbols are as in �g. 1.

Figure 1 displays the U�I harateristis for various applied fores ranging from F = 640
to 850 N. I is normalized by the sample resistane R0(F ) at low U , and thus the slope of

eah harateristi is 1 at the origin. We see that at a higher applied fore, the departure

from linear behavior ours at lower voltages (see �g. 1). Note that R0(F ) dereases with F ,
1MΩ being a typial value. We de�ne Inl ≡ I − (U/R0) as the departure from linearity, that

is the nonlinear part of I. Figure 2 then shows that plotting Inl/I as a funtion of (UI)1/2

ollapses all data. At �rst glane, a simple interpretation for this (UI)1/2 dependene an be

developed. Indeed, developing I in powers of U suh as:

I = (U/Ro) + cU2, yields Inl/I ≃ RocU ≃ cR3/2
o (UI)1/2.
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However, due to the symmetry of the system, c should be zero. Thus, this interpretation does

not hold. We prefer to fous on the main observation: The relative nonlinear omponent of

the urrent, Inl/I, seems to depend only on the total dissipated power in the sample, UI. An
interpretation along these lines will be proposed in what follows.

Transition and relaxation. � In a new series of experiments, the PMMA ylinder is �lled

with 5 mm of powder, then vibrated and embedded in a ylindrial brass press with 5 mm

thik walls. The pressure on the sample is generated by means of the lid press ating as a

srew. At onstant low voltage (U ≃ 0.5 V), the sample resistane, R0, is monitored during

the stepwise pressing of the sample until a maximum pressure, Pm, is reahed. R0 is found

to derease with inreasing Pm, and to reah a value ranging from 100 kΩ to 500 kΩ, at the
end of the pressing proess (half an hour later). We then let the system relax for one day.

After heking that R0 and Pm are onstant in time, a �xed voltage, U , is suddenly applied

to the sample, and the urrent, I, is monitored. If U is smaller than a threshold value Uc, the

sample is in a weakly onduting state with very slow temporal evolutions of I, if any. When

U > Uc, an instability ours. I rapidly inreases at onstant U whih an be interpreted

as the resistane relaxing down. The larger U is, the faster the resistane relaxes. Similar

features have been observed by Kamarinos et al. [3℄.

When the above experiment is repeated for di�erent values of Pm, it shows that both Uc and

R0 depend on Pm. However, the ritial ratio U
2

c /Ro is found to be independent of the applied

pressure, with a value lose to 0.07 mW. This value is lose to the point where Inl/I = 1/2
(see ⋆-mark in �g. 2). All these observations suggest that this spontaneous transition from an

insulating to onduting state is a thermal instability. To further haraterize the phenomenon

observed for U > Uc, let us make three remarks:

• Due to the strong sample pressure, vibrations have no e�et; even a strong jolt applied

to the press has no visible onsequene on the signal.

• We oasionally followed the relaxation down to a resistane of 500 Ω, whih is almost

three orders of magnitude lower than the initial one Ro; however, this resistane remains

muh higher than a metalli ontat would produe between the grains, no matter how

small the ontat [2℄.

• The temporal evolution of the urrent, at onstant U > Uc, is not monotoni. Both

inreasing and dereasing events our for the urrent. However, the former dominate

and ontrol the global evolution. This is ontraditory to what would result from a

asading eletrial breakdown for the oxide layers, as supposed by Kamarinos et al. [3℄.

Finally, we observe that the diretion of the global evolution of the resistane depends

on the applied voltage. As shown in �g. 3, we �rst apply to the sample a voltage U = 4 V

(U2/R0 = 0.1 mW > U2

c /R0), whih triggers the relaxation. Half an hour later, we derease U
to 0.5 V, and the ondutane goes down. Two hours later, we inrease U to 3.5 V and we see

that the ondutane goes up again. Consequently, with a well hoosen applied voltage, we

an obtain an approximately onstant ondutane. Note that these observations are oherent

with the last item above. We exploit them in what follows.

Noise. � Our goal is now to obtain a quasi-stationary urrent signal in order to apply the

usual tools of signal proessing (e.g. spetral analysis), and more sophistiated ones developed

in the framework of studies of turbulene time series [6℄. To start, we onsider an initial sample

resistane of R0 = 0.5 MΩ. To obtain the relaxation, we apply U ≃ 7 V (U2/R0 ≃ 0.1 mW

> U2

c /R0). Five minutes later, the resistane reahes 830 Ω, we then apply U = 0.5 V, and
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Fig. 3 � Temporal evolution of the sample ondutane. The 4V �rst applied are above the threshold.

In the seond part, 0.5V are applied, and �nally 3.5V.

Fig. 4 � Quasi-stationary urrent noise an be obtained with both inreasing and dereasing events.

the resistane goes up, reahing 1 kΩ one hour later. Applying now U = 2 V, the resistane

slowly dereases to a value of 950 Ω after one hour. Finally, applying U = 1.6 V leads to an

approximately onstant urrent for hours, with stohasti �utuations (see �g. 4). At �xed

voltage U = 1.6 V, the urrent I is reorded through an aquisition system, with a sampling

frequeny of fH = 25.6 kHz (resp. fL = 128 Hz), the signal being previously �ltered at 10

kHz (resp. 50 Hz) to avoid aliasing. The signal is reorded during 20 s (resp. 65 min) leading

to a �le of 0.5 Mpt. This type of data aquisition was repeated 20 times, �rst at fH , then at

fL, to extrat averaged quantities, due to the quasi-stationarity feature of the signal.

Figure 5 displays the log-log power spetra of �ltered signals of urrent reorded at fL and

fH . At �rst sight, this power spetrum of urrent �utuations seems to be a power law of the

frequeny. However, when one examines the spetra arefully, a small urvature appears in �g.

5. Letting τ designate a time lag or a time sale, we de�ne the i-th order struture funtion

Si(τ) =
〈

[I(t+ τ) − I(t)]i
〉

, where 〈·〉 represents an average over time t. We fous on the

struture funtion of order four as a funtion of fHτ , as shown in �g. 6. In this log-log plot,

high sampling frequeny data present a power law dependene with fHτ . Deviations from

this are observed at large times (e.g., log2 fHτ & 16), that is at times τ greater than a ritial

time sale τc ≃ 3 s. This ritial time τc an be understood as a typial e�etive di�usive

time of a thermal pertubation within our typial size sample, L ≃ 2.5 − 5 mm, estimates

orresponding to τc ≃ 1 − 10 s. This order of magnitude agreement supports the hypothesis

of a thermally driven phenomenon. With similar reasoning the heat di�usion in a single grain

provides the short time limit, τinf ≃ 0.1 ms, whih is on the order of the inverse of our 10 kHz

�ltered frequeny. For high frequeny data, S4(τ) ∝ τα4
, with α4 ≃ 0.57. The same data give

S2(τ) ∝ τα2
, with α2 ≃ 0.31. These power-law behaviors are onsistent with sale invariane

over more than 3 deades in time. Intermitteny, orresponding to α4 < 2α2, appears more

learly from the diret examination of probability density funtions, and orrelations, in the

next paragraphs. Here, α4 and 2α2 di�er only by one standard error.

Probability density funtions. � We onentrate now on the high frequeny part of the

signal, whih presents nie sale invariane properties for τinf < τ < τc. Figure 7 shows,
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Fig. 5 � Average power spetra of urrent �utuations sampled at low (▽) and high (△) frequenies.

Fig. 6 � The fourth moment of urrent di�erenes, S4(τ ), versus the nondimensional time sale, fHτ .
Same symbols as �g. 5.

for three di�erent τ , the probability density funtions (PDF) of urrent di�erenes, δIτ (t) =
I(t+ τ)− I(t), normalized to their respetive root mean square, σ. The exat shape of these
PDF is rather sensitive to the statistis (see PDF tails in �g. 7), and would have led to

smoother urves with a greater quantities of data. However, two remarks an be made in the

light of what is known for veloity signals in turbulene [6℄:

• The PDF shape hanges with the time sale τ � this is a diret signature of intermitteny,

as S4 annot be proportional to S2

2 and thus α4 6= 2α2.

• Current di�erene PDF are symmetri � time reversal, whih a priori should not be

invoked here, is the only symmetry able to lead to this behavior. Turbulent veloity

di�erenes have a skewed PDF, S3 being proportional to the dissipated power [6℄. How-

ever, even in turbulene, global quantities, like the total dissipated power (equivalent to

what we measure here) have rather symmetri time di�erene PDF [10℄.

Multipliative asade. � A signal with sale invariane is alled self-similar sine its

statistial properties an be desribed by the same laws at various sales. If the shape of

time di�erene PDF hanges aross sales with a self-similar law of deformation, this signal is

generally desribed either in terms of a �multifratal set of singularities�, or a �multipliative

asade� aross sales, both approahes being onsidered equivalent [11℄. In the �multipliative

asade�, a given sale (e.g., average gradients on a time interval) onditions smaller sales

(e.g., smaller intervals within this one) in a random Markovian way. It indues not only inter-

mitteny (evolution of distribution shape aross sales), but long-range orrelations between

short intervals [11, 12℄. Therefore, if our urrent signal an be desribed by a self-similar

multipliative asade, then the mean squared deviation of ln |δIτ | should linearly depend on

ln τ , suh that

C2(τ) =
〈

[ln |δIτ |− < ln |δIτ | >]
2
〉

= −µ ln(τ/T ) + c ,
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Fig. 7 � Probability density funtion of the urrent di�erenes for various time sales: τ =0.15, 2.5
and 40 ms (from top to bottom). Fator of 2 shifts have been applied for larity.

Fig. 8 � Comparison between the variane of the logarithms of urrent di�erenes (C2) and their

orrelation (L2

θ with fHθ = 22). Both are lose and depend logarithmially on the time separation τ ,
in agreement with multipliative asade models (see text). Solid line of slope −µ ln 2 = −1.4 10−3

is

shown.

where T is some large time sale. Also, as shown by [12℄, the log-orrelation between two

short intervals (of size θ) should depend linearly on ln τ ,

L2

θ(τ) =
〈[

ln |δIθ(t+ τ)| ln |δIθ(t)|− < ln |δIθ | >
2
]〉

= −µ ln(τ/T ) + c′,

with the same oe�ient µ, c and c′ being two onstants.

Figure 8 shows the two experimental quantities C2(τ) and L2

θ(τ), shifted by appropriate

onstants. The agreement between them and the linearity in ln τ strongly supports a multi-

pliative asade desription. As in the ase of turbulene, large sale events ondition those

at a smaller sale. Any physial interpretation of the phenomenon disussed in this paper

must address these points.

Interpretation. � We an now take stok of all of our results and propose a physial

piture of what is taking plae. As shown above, the driving parameter is the total dissipated

power. This suggests either loal heating, able to hange the eletrial properties of ontats

(several hundreds of degrees are needed in this ase), or thermal expansion, whih loally

reates or destroys ontats. The power involved is of the order of 10−4
W. When divided

by the number of ontats, it remains so small that only eletrons an undergo signi�ant

heating. Suh �hot� eletron e�ets have been reported in systems having some analogies

with this one [13℄. However, the in�uene of the large sales on the small ones, as shown by

the observed logarithmi orrelations, annot be taken into aount by suh a loal proess.

Therefore, thermal expansion seems to be the mehanism driving the instability and the

assoiated noise.

In this spirit, we attempt to show the orrespondene between the formal multipliative

asade and eletrial ondution in our powder. Sine the ontat distribution in a powder

is very inhomogeneous, one would also expet an inhomogeneous urrent distribution. Thus
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Joule heating should reate inhomogeneous inreasing stresses in the powder. Very small

thermal expansion an result in dramati hanges in the urrent paths, thus in the distribution

of this Joule heating, and so on. Suh events an our at any sale, ranging from the size

of the sample and the grain size. The large sale events should in�uene the small ones, as

suggested by our study. A full on�rmation of this idea requires longer arefully ontrolled

studies.

Conlusion. � The results of this work are two-fold. First, we show that the sponta-

neous derease in resistane of a opper powder sample above a voltage threshold is due to a

thermal instability, and not to eletrial breakdown, as previously had been proposed. This

onlusion results from the observation that dissipated power drives the phenomenon, in spite

of the probable smallness of the indued temperature inhomogeneities. Seond, we propose

a proedure yielding an interesting self-similar proess in this non-equilibrium system. Our

system displays both intermitteny and multipliative asade-like two point orrelations, in

ways that are interesting to ompare and ontrast with the arhetypial ase of turbulene.
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